Necessity and redundancy of guidepost cells in the embryonic Drosophila CNS.
Guidepost cells are specific cellular cues in the embryonic environment utilized by axonal growth cones in pathfinding decisions. In the embryonic Drosophila CNS the RP motor axons make stereotypic pathways choices involving distinct cellular contacts: (i) extension across the midline via contact with the axon and cell body of the homologous contralateral RP motoneuron, (ii) extension down the contralateral longitudinal connective (CLC) through contact with connective axons and longitudinal glia, and (iii) growth into the intersegmental nerve (ISN) through contact with ISN axons and the segmental boundary glial cell (SBC). We have now ablated putative guidepost cells in each of the CNS pathway subsections and uncovered their impact on subsequent RP motor axon pathfinding. Removal of the longitudinal glia or the SBC did not adversely affect pathfinding. This suggests that the motor axons either utilized the alternative axonal substrates, or could still make filopodial contact with the next pathway section's cues. In contrast, RP motor axons did require contact with the axon and soma of their contralateral RP homologue. Absence of this neuronal substrate frequently impeded RP axon outgrowth, suggesting that the next cues were beyond filopodial reach. Together these are the first direct ablations of putative guidepost cells in the CNS of this model system, and have uncovered both pathfinding robustness and susceptibility by RP axons in the absence of specific contacts.